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PROSPECTUS 

There does not now exist a college level textbook 

for the study of the puppet theatre. This proposed book, 

presented here in incomplete and fragmentary form, would 

show techniques that not only reflect my own instructional 

methods but would be the kind of book that could grow with 

the student's experience and that could accept the addi-

tion of later supplements. It could be a personalized, 

constantly growing, creative workbook. 

I propose a loose-leaf notebook format, a regular 

eight inch by eleven inch, three ring book with a colorful 

cover design. Within the book there will be a high per

centage of drawings and photographs. All patterns will 

be full scale. The loose-leaf format will enable students 

to remove individual or groups of pages for bulletin board 

use or for easy reproduction. A loose-leaf workbook al

lows additions of new or different material, reflecting 

changes and improvements of techniques and the student's 

own sketches, notes, scripts, patterns, and photographs. 

The "last word" on puppet theatre techniques will never 
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be written. ·Hopefully, this workbook will grow, improve, 

and become a personalized record for each student. 

Instead of numbering each page in this book, only 

units of several pages will be named and numbered, to al~ 

low for inserted pages. Footnotes and separate bibliogra-

phies will be contained within these units. Index tabs 

for different sections, as HISTORY, ROD PUPPET~, LIGHTING, 

etc., will be supplied with the workbook. 

These pages presented here are fragmentary and 

the conservative requirements of their presentation as a 

thesis, robs this condensed collection of pages of almost 

all their happier final effect. 

George Bernard Shaw; expressed the virtues of the 

sort of book I hope to create when he said 
1 in St. Joan: 

Now this is what I call workmanship. There is 
nothing on earth more exquisite than a bonny book, 
with well-placed columns of rich black writing and 
beautiful borders and illuminated figures cunningly 
inset. But nowadays, instead of looking at books, 
people read them. A book might as well be one of 
these orders for bacon and bran you ere scribbling. 

Substitute TEXTBOOK for BOOK in the last two sen-

tences and Mr. Shaw explains my reasons for wanting to 

create this kind of textbook. 

1 St. Joan I.IV. 
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ABSTRACT 

THE CREATIVE PUPPET THEATRE WORKBOOK 

by 

Betsy Hughes Brown 

Master of Arts in Children's Theatre 

August, 1974 

This proposed workbook is planned to meet the re

quirements of a one to four semester college level class 

in the Theatre of the Puppet. This book will serve as a 

test and will give a background in the world wide history 

and the philosophies of outstanding artists in this art 

form. In its completed state there will be instruction 

in techniques of hand, hand and rod, shadow puppets, and 

marionettes. There will be suggestions for stage con

struction, script-writing, and production schemes. The 

thrust of this book will be tovard encouraging the stud

ent to absorb and add to the materials presented, so that 

each workbook will be ever growing and unique. 
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My curtain half-high; don't seal off the stage! 

Leaning back in his chair, let the spectator 

Be aware of busy preparations, made for him 

Cunningly; he sees a tinfoil moon 

Float down, or a tiled roof 

Being carried in; do not show him too much, 

But show him something! And let him notice 

That you are not wizards, 

Friends, but workers ••• . . . . . . 
BRECHT 



lNTI\9DUCTlON 
The purpose of this workbook is to help the be

ginning puppeteer, the teacher, student, social worker, 

librarian, or hobbyist, and to give an overall v~ew of 

the history and variety of the theatre of the puppet, 

and to encourage creative solutions to the countless 

possible designs and uses of the puppet. There are sug

gestions for basic kinds of puppet construction and 

movement with suggestions for script selections and 

dramatic presentation. 

This workbook has been presented in loose-leaf 

form so that pages of individual ideas, pictures, 

sketches, articles, photographs, and ether material can 

be inserted in the appropriate sections. Pages can be 

removed for copying for bulletin boards or classroom use. 

The art of puppetry is expanding so rapidly that there 

will be many changes within the next few years. Future 

supplements to this book can be easily added. 

I hope that this workbook will grow and change 



and take on the character of it's owner--and that each 

copy will become unique. There ~ill never be the 

"ultimate word" on puppet design and production. Take 

this book; change it, add to it, ~mprove it, and make 

it your own joyous journal of adventures ~n the theatre 

of the puppet. 
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THCflTR.E: of the Pl.JPPGT 

Puppet drama doe~ not create character, so much 

as it comments on the human condition. Puppets are not 

so much miniature people, as creatures of pure action 

that state a point of view. Yet, a puppet is theatrical, 

because it combines mimicry with lyricism. Bil Baird has 

said, "Whatever the end result, puppets are not little 

men, women, or animals. A puppet must always be more 

than his live counterpart--simpler, sadder, more wicked, 

more supple.· 1 The puppet is an essence and an emphasis." 

The Design of the Puppet Theatre 

It is a good beginning, to consider the overall 

impact of the theatre design, sets, costumes, puppets, 

the play itself, and the lighting and music as a whole. 

Since the puppeteer creates all these elements, as well 

as directs and performs, the puppet theatre has a sense 

of wholeness, a unified expression. When it is good it 

~s very, very good--and when it is bad it is horrid. 



In puppet design, one must completely abandon 

attempts to duplicate the human actor. One must first 

consider the type of drama; the kind of action, the size 

of the prospective audience, (will it be intimate, drawing 

room theatre of some fifty people, or a small auditorium 

of two hundred, or a "Children's Theatre" performance of 

six hundred to a thousand?) Forget naturalistic propor

tions. Accent head or hands--eliminate mouths and noses 

if one likes, they are not always essential to a puppet 

actor. Experiment with combining the many kinds of shapes 

and movements available with hand puppets, shadow puppets, 

masks, string puppets, and rod puppets. 

Semi contemporary variations are to be found in 

the French puppeteer; Yves Joly's, company of theatre of 

"hands", with or without colored gloves, expressing com-

edy and tragedy. In Poland; the "Groteska" theatre, uses 

a combination of live actors and puppets, that encouraged 

further such experimentation in other theatres and on 

many campuses in Europe and America. Prokofiev's "Peter 

and the Wolf" helped open up new areas for puppets, people 

and music. The techniques of "Black Theatre" with its 

theatre o£ the puppet :t 



lighting, that blocks out the sight of· the puppete~r who 

holds up the puppet, is actually a Western interpretation 

of Bunraku theatre. All these styles should be consider-

ed and tried by the puppeteer today. 

In recent years the main curtain and proscenium 

have disappeared. Puppets have performed more freely and 

directly on open-front, thrust stages. Imaginative light-

ing has added dimension. Since the puppet has a mask-li~ 

face, and is somewhat limited in a variety of action, I 

believe, that stage and set design, color and lighting, 

are even more important in the puppet than in the human 

theatre. Concentrated study of stage set and lighting 

design, shouid be an essential part of the background of 

a puppeteer. 

Plays for Puppets 

Forman Browni of the Yale Puppeteers and the 

Turnabout Theatre, one of the leading playwrights of the 

puppet theatre, tells us: 

The technique of playwrighting for puppet 
actors presents a problem which the theorists of 
the theatre have ignored rather thoroughly--Added 
to the piquancy that is theirs through the fact 
that they are puppets is the added piquancy of 

theatre of the puppe·t 3 



their ability to be fabulous, to make whet we 
all knQ[ to be impossible visible and audible 
facts. 

We must search and work for scripts, or music, or 

plans, for pantomime that recognize the problems and 

potentials of the puppet as actor. 

In many areas of world drama, the living actor's 

individuality was subjected to the overall theme of the 

play. The play was the thing; the playwright used the 

actors as symbols. The masked, padded, Greek ector, with 

his stylized gestures was almost a puppete In much of 

the Oriental theatre, the story-dances of India, Bali, 

and Java, the Kabuki and No theatre of Japan, our own 

American Indian rituals, the actors are heavily made up 

or masked, move in dance-like pantomime, and subject their 

individual personalities to the play. In this sort of 

presentation, the puppet can restore a sense of unity. 

Only a living ector can portray a specific char-

acter realistically. Willy Loman portrayed by a puppet 

would be absurd. The puppet cannot project subtle emo-

tioncl changes. He is en actor with a mask. A villainous 

or heroic character, is so designed end constructed. The 

theat~e of the pupeet 4 
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leer or the smile is painted on, it cannot change. Ho~-

ever, the combinations of people and puppets in the same 

production has had exciting and successful results. This 

I have seen in "Gamma Gurton's Needle," "Midsummer Night's 

Dream," "Tom Thumb 1 " "Gulliver's Travels/' "Everyman," 

and "Pilgrims' Progress." In Poland, the "Groteska" 

theatre, uses actors and puppets imaginatively. One of 

Mr. Obraztsov's more effective puppet acts, is his use of 

a baby puppet (without benefit of a stage); as he tries 

to quiet the strong-willed, restless infant. All of Mr. 

Obraztsov's work, shows his splendid training as an actor, 

and his work with Stanislavsky. 

Puppets Can Act for Adults Too 

In the Orient, and in much of Europe, puppet thea~ 

tre is created first for the adult mind. There is c~r-

tainly no objection, to the happy celebration of a child~ 

birthday party, but to see this occasion as the raison 

·~ d'etre for a puppet show is a cruel restriction. Of 

course, the blame for much of this attitude, can be plac-

ed on the puppeteer, himself---his lack of training, 

understanding, interest, even ~n the world of the theatre, 

theatre of the puppet 5 



of which his efforts should be a legimate part. 

Overall Design 

After attending live theatre, and having been 

dissatisfied with the evening's experience, one might 

comment that the play was poorly conceived, or the direc-

tor was at fault, or the scenery was dull. The. puppeteer 

has created and costumed his actors, designed and con-

structed his sets, handled the lighting, set the music 

going on his backstage tape-recorder. As Peter Arnoff 

explains, "What we see on the stage is a manifestation of 

the puppeteer himself; in the puppets he lays bare his 

own soul." 3 

Creative Puppetry 

Puppeteers, work in one of the most demanding 

professions. They must make constant, earnest efforts, 

to understand and grow ~n their work. They must expose 

themselves to all that ~s current and experimental in art, 

dance, music, and drama. How can a puppeteer expect to 

command respect for his art-form, much less grow in his 

creativeness, without training, constant study, and ex-

posure to all the stimulating and often unsettling 
theatr-e of the puppet 6 
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experiments of form in the world around him? Too many 

puppeteers, live snugly in a little world of flattering 

one another, and jiggling precious little people to com-

mercia! Disneyland ~ecords. We must always search, stud~ 

and grow. In order to grow as a creator, and as a person, 

De Chardin begs us to constantly put ourselves on the end 

of a limb. 

In order to win for ourselves more of the 
creative energy, we must tirelessly develope our 
thought, dilate our heart, intensify our external 
activity. For created beings

4 
must work if they 

would be yet further cr~ated. 

The skilled and clever puppeteer, with highly 

developed techniques keeps the puppet theatre aliv~; but 

the puppeteer with a philosophy, with substance, with pur-

pose, with constant searching for new, creative answers, 

makes the puppet theatre grow. 

theatre o£ the purret 7 



FOOTNOTES 

for 

THE THEATRE OF THE PUPPET 

1Bil Baird, The Art of the Puppet, (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1965) p. 15. 

2 Forman Brown, from, John U. Zweers, History of 
Puppetry, (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum and 
Los Angeles County Guild of Puppetry, 1959) p. 37. 

3 Peter D. Arnott, Plays Without People, (Bloom
ington: Indiana University Press, 1964) p. 54. 

4Teilhard de Chardin, Hymn of the Universe, (New 
Y6rk: Harper and Row, 1961) p. 118. 
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Baird, Bil. The Art of the Puppet. New York: Macmillan 
Co., 19655 

A beautiful book of the history and importance of 
the puppet theatre in the world. 

Freedley, George, and John Reeves. A History of the 
Theatre. New York: Crown Co., 1941. 

This overall view of world theatre, contains a 
brief, but good history of Latin American Theatre. 

Gosch, Sebastian. Titeres y Marionetas. Spain: Libreria 
Editorial, 1949. 

A brief history of Spanish puppetry, containing a 
fine chapter on Garcia Lorca. 

Logo, Roberto. History of Puppetry in Mexico. Mexico 
City: Film Strip, 1965. 

A color film with titles in Spanish covering pre
Columbian puppetry to present day design. 

Mexican Folk Puppets. Birmingham: Puppetry 
Imprints, 1941. 

A brief history of puppets in Mexico with sketch
es of toy puppets and hand puppets. 

Luksic, Luis. El Maravillosa Mundo de las Titeres. Car
acas, Venezuela: Casa de la Culture Popular del Mini~ 
terio del Trabojo, 1963. 

An extremely creative investigation of the use of 
the hand alone, costumed and painted. 

McPharlin, Paul. The Puppet Theatre In America. Boston: 
Plays, Inc., 1969. 

The finest, most complete history of puppetry in 
America4 



Niculescu, Margareta. Puppet Theatre In The Modern World. 
Boston: Plays Inc., 1967. 

The finest photography of contemporary puppetry. 

Von Boehn, Max. Dolls and Puppets. New York: Harrop and 
Co., 1932. 

A world view of the history of dolls and puppets, 
richly illustrated. 
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PUPPETS 
~ 

£Al\_LY CHILDHOOD 
When a young child cannot seem to be able to 

communicate, because of an underdeveloped or limited vo-

cabulary, often, a thing as simple as a puppet made from 

discarded scraps can ·help him express himself and his 

feelings, and open his eyes to the world around him and 

to the joys of creative play. 

In workshops for teachers, we emphasize that all 

children need to be encouraged, praised! Children are 

hungry to have their own, deeper selves recognized. We 

must help build their self-confidence and their courage 

to be curious and explore. Puppets can be a release for 

noisy, uninhibited play, and can aid the shy, reticent 

child. Children often act out hidden hostilities and 

aggressions in using the puppets, at the same time giving 

the teacher clues to any emotional problems. There are 

times, too, when some direction or advise, can be ex-

plained successfully by the teacher to a puppet, while 

the child listens, more attentive and relaxed than if the 





same instructions were given directly to him. Often, the 

puppet can give expression for the child whose vocabulary 

might be underdeveloped or limited. 

In working with young children in creating their 

own puppets, we have found that a simple shape on the end 

of a waving bit of dowling, or a bamboo stick, with exo

tic feathers, sequins, or bits of discarded jewelry for 

enrichment, is soul--satisfying. Chunks of styrofoam, 

covered with strips of paper-mache, dried, and later 

painted with tempera can be most successful puppet forms. 

We often carry a portable sewing machine and stitch up, 

simple, two-piece body shapes, of scraps of material, and 

then let the children add the puppet heads that they have 

made. For the small child, the making of a simple puppet 

is an adventure in itself. Whatever "play" is produced, 

will seldom have any dramatic form, but will be like the 

children's own, undir~cted, free play. An actual stage 

is unnecessary. The child will talk, to and for the pup-

pet. It is more exciting to let the puppet move freely. 

Noisemaking, Punch-like hitting and fighting, gives the 

child a sense of power. We never try to push the child 

puprets dnol e2\l'·ty childhood. A. 
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into an organized kind of re-telling with the puppets of 

a story oi fairy tale. Puppets can aid the child~s own 

imagination and fanciful vision. 

In performing for groups of young children, we 

have been careful, not to let the story of the puppet play 

be too advanced or too long. We prefer using a simple 

folding screen instead of a stage. We stay floor level, 

and close. Young children themselv~s, have taught us that 

some most satisfying "theatrical" experiences, have come 

from our performing a rather short program, and then re

peating the whole thing. The young audience seems to 

enjoy, even more, the second time around. At other· times, 

when the children have seemed particularly curious as to 

how the puppets really work, it has been an adventure for 

them when I would turn the screen completely around and 

repeat the performance, so that they could see everything 

from "back-stage. 11 

As we work to free the child, we find ourselves 

more free. Our own creative selves take w1ng. 

puppets and. eo.r\~ chi\d..hoocl 3 
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PUPPET PLAY IDEAS lN 
CHILDREN'S LlTEI\.ATUR,C: 

Aesop. Aesop's Fables. Selected and arranged by Louis 
Untemeyer. 

Witty fables, all of which c6ntain lessons. These 
tales are best when kept brief, and can be presented 
with the puppeteer-story-teller in full view with the 
puppets, or with mask-and-puppet combinations. Shadow 
puppets work well also. Try imaginative, varied tech
niques in presenting the "moral." Fun for all ages. 

Aichinger, Helga. The Elephant, the Mouse and the Flea. 
Good for creative movement. Elementary. 

Anderson, Hans C.' The Ugly Duckling_, The Princess and the 
Pea, The Tinder Box, Thumbelina. 

We have enjoyed presenting Thumbelina with the 
puppeteers wearing large masks representing the mother 
end the frog. Magic for all ages, but particular fun 
for elementary. The Ugly Duckli~ is excellent for 
the preschool audience 

Asbjornsen, P. Ce The Billy Goats G~~ff. 
Simple tale of a family of goats who outwit a 

monstrous troll. Exciting action and variety of scale 
in the puppet design. The troll can be quite enormous 
(a giant head on a stick) with the puppeteer 1 s costum
ed hand grabbing for the goats. There can be inter
esting research on the structure of the Norwegian 
bridge and, perhaps, a little log house on the Hill
top. 

Ben son, Sally. ~tor ~~..E.i. the Gods and Heroes. Ill u st ra
ted by Steele Savage. 

Cyclopes and Elysses 1 men. Flowing telling, not 
involved, with exciting adventures good dramatization •. 
Excellent for shadow puppets. These might be based, 



design-wise, on the colors and patterns of Greek 
vases. Grades 6 and up. 

Bonne, Rose. I Know an Old Lady. Music by Alan Mills. 
Illustrated by Abner Graboff. 

Amusing with shadow puppets. Preschool and 
elementary. 

Bowen, James. Mike Fink. 
Lusty riverman of America's frontier, never lost 

a fight! Mike could be a large rod puppet. Upper 
elementary and junior high. 

Brown, Margaret Wise. The Golden Egg Book. 
Two appealing animal characters make this an eas

ily presented and splendid story-telling-with-puppets 
experience for preschoolers. Enjoy and use all the 
stories created by Ms. Brown. 

Cervantes, Miguel. Don Quixote de la Mancha. 
Valliant and witty Knight Errant, has adventures 

both imaginary, dreadful and extraordinary. Horses 
and windmills can be effective as shadow puppets. 
Use much ethnic music. Upper elementary and junior 
high. 

Charlip, Remy. "Mother..~ Mother, I Feel Sick, Send for 
the Doctor Q u i c k l Qui c k '· Quick. " 

Very funny operation sequence. Excellent for 
shadow puppet play. 

Coffin, Tristram, and Hennig Cohen. Folklore In America. 
Tales, songs, folk drama, and festivals give a 

rich source for puppet plays. Search for banjo and 
harmonica music. Source materials for all kinds of 
puppet~ and people. 

Colum, Padriac. Arabi~r]_ Nights. 
Appealingly vivid tales, including such exciting 

stories as; Ali Saba, Alladin, Sinbad. Colorful cos
tumes and sets. Magical effects and exciting music 
and sounds can be a challenge to the puppeteers. 

pLs~~j id.eas in chi\d.ren's fd:e-rature A.. 
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De La Mare1 Walter. Told Again; Old Tales, Told Again. 
Traditional tales with a surel. fresh, touch and 

fine for dramatizing with puppets.' Elementary and 
upper elementary. 

Durham, Philip, and Everett Jones. The Adventures Df the 
Negro Cowboys. 

Exciting legends of the raw and wild west, true 
stories not told before. Fine for all ages, and a 
new collection of puppet characters. For ell ages. 

Emberly, Barbara. One Wide River to Cross. Illustrated 
by Ed Emberly. 

A happy folk son~ that can involve a large number 
of puppets and puppeteers. The puppets, themselves, 
can be large, simplified cardboard figures or shadow 
puppets. All ages. 

Gag, Wanda. More Tales From Grimm. 
Sorcerer's Apprentice, The Shoemaker and the 

Elves, The Gold Donkey. Primary and elementary. 

Geer, Alice. The Hodja Visits Halil. 
A Turkish former is ignored in farm clothes, 

welcomed in Sunday best, and teaches his host a 
lesson. Puppets for this can be shadow puppets. 
Use ethnic music. Elementary and upper elementary. 

Goldston, Robert. Legend of the Cid. 
The exploits of a Spanish folk-hero. Shadow pup

pets or rod puppets would suit the mood of this tale. 
Spanish background music would be an essential addi~ 
tion. Upper elementary and junior high. 

Heathers, Anne. A H a n d f u 1 o f __ S u r p r i_ s e s • 
A story for hand puppets. Elementary. 

Jacobs, Joseph~ Johnny-Cake. 
Tale of Johnny-Cake, which jumped out of the oven 

and rolled away. Vivid and lively, free from confus
ing details. Good for stick or simple hand puppets 
in the lower elementary grades. 

r\a~ 'id.eas tn chtldretJ.'S _hJerature 3 



Jacobs, Joseph. Eriglish Fairy Toles. 
Many stories, easily adaptable to all kinds of 

puppetry. Suitable for all ages. 

Keats, Ezra Jack. John Henry. 
Legend of Negro labore~, whose determination and 

pride led to tragedy. Good material for large shadow 
or rod puppets. Upper elementary and high school. 

Lionni, Leo. Little Blue and Little Yellow. 
Fine for a shadow show of color concept and the 

mixing of colors. 

Lorenzini, Carlo. Pinocchio. 
Don't copy the too cute Disney designs. 

puppets or marionettes. All ages. 

McGovern, Ann. Too Much Noise. 

Fine for 

Humorous story of a farmer who complained of 
creaks and swishes and learned a lesson. Simple 
stick or hand puppets. Primary. 

Massie, Diane R. The Baby Beebee Bird. 
Story of a bird who won't keep quiet. Good for 

puppets or shadow puppets. For preschoolers. 

Matsui, Tadashi. Oniroku and the Carpenter. 
Japanese folk tale of carpenter who outwits ogre 

by guessing his name. Good action for hand puppets 
for primary and upper elementary. Be sure to us~ 
Japanese music for background. 

Prokofievr Serge. Peter and the Wolf. 
Delightful musical tale of brave little Russian 

boy who captures a terrible wolf. Excellent for cos
tume and music research. This could be presented to 
or by all ages, using nearly any kind of puppet, mar
ionettes, rod puppets, hand puppets, or shadow puppet$ 

Ritchie, Alice. Two of Everything. 
Poor Chinese couple reap good fortune from a 



magic pot, until they accidentally reproduce them
selves. Again, excellent for research, can be acted 
by ~ny kind of puppet, rind all ages will enjoy this. 

Sendak, Maurice. Where the Wild Things Are. 
Excellent for creative puppetry. Exciting giant 

"monster" puppets can be quickly created, and every
one can join in the noisy dance. Fine for all 
elementary grades. 

Sendak, Maurice. Pi~~ 
Children can repeat the verse with the puppeteers. 

Excellent for shadow puppets. Primary. 

Seuss, Dr. Horton Hatches the Egg. 
Splendid, humorous story for hand puppets for 

everyone. Horton and Mayzie can be rod puppets. A 
happy show for all ages. 

Sherlock, Philip. Anansi, the Spider Man. 
Humorous, African-Jamaican story of half-~an, half 

spider, who tricks and is tricked. Use ethnic music. 
Good for shadow puppet. Primary and elementary. 

Singer, Isaac. ~hen Schlemiel Went to Warsaw. 
Humorous peasant tales of foolish European Jewish 

community. Good for hand puppets and for everybody. 

Sperry, Armstrong. Call it Courage. 
Polynesian survival story of Mafatu, the boy. who 

was afraid, but who set out to conquer his fear alone. 
Puppets and masks, shadow puppets, and music and cos
tume research makes this excellent for upper elemen
tary and junior high. 

St. a rn m , C 1 C1U s • T h r e e S t ron g \~om~_!! .• 
Tall tale of three generations of Japanese women, 

stronger than a famous: wrestler. Research costumes 
and muslc. Can be hand puppets or shadow puppets. 
Fun for primary and upper elementary. 

\~abe r 1 8 ern u r d • You 1 o o k r_1_· d_:__i_c_u __ l_o_·_u_s.I.,_S_a_i..;..d_t_h_e ___ R_h_i_n_o_c_e_r_o_s 
l£_!~~~i~popotamus. 
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PUPPt.TS 
and 

THE: CHURCH 
The church is in desperate need of all the arts, 

because words, alone, cannot contain all the truth. The 

great arts speak not only to the intellect, but also, and 

much more directly, to the emotions and spirit of man. 

The poet, the painter, the composer, the dancer, the arch-

itect, and the puppeteer, can all be messengers of the 

truth. To see, we have to feel. To create is to love 

again. It's only when we look with eyes of love, that we 

see as the artist and creator does. We work with the pup-

pets in childrens' classes, not so much to develop them 

as future professional puppeteers, but, through the ex-

per~ence, to help develop the child's powers of seeing, 

feeling, wonder, and invention. 

Montessori in "The Child and the Church", feels 

that our main purpose is to help the child move freely, 

with and for others. Puppets have a unique and wonderful 

way of bringing joy and color and movement, not only to 

the sharing of the good news, but also, to the new 
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Present your second draft, not your first one, to 

your committee for their suggestions. You'll catch most 

of the criticisms they would have made had you given them 

your first draft. But talk to one_qualified person, who 

has had experience in the field of puppetry, right after 

you've finished your first draft. Be sure this 1s someone 

who is more interested in your writing, than in you; some

one who can be objective, constructively critical. Get 

his reaction. 

Read your script to a child. If, the story alone 

keeps his interest, you've got a sure success. 

On the final draft, when the story is fully devel

oped, cut out the u~essentiall characters, dialogue, ac

tion. Keep in only what furthers the story. A well 

constructed story is very difficult to cut, and so, if 

your script 1s apple-pie easy to trim, you'd better ask 

yourself if it 1s worth producing at all. 

As you write, make certain the time your audience 

will spend watching the show will be worth it. 

Satire and broad comedy, achieve a sharper impact 

when 2layed by puppets, than by live actors. 

scrtpts 11 



Exa...9J1erate to a comic point •• 

Repetition 1s needed in comedy, but no more than 

three times. 

Flashing s1gns in a street scene; a lobster pup-

pet from the last act, kept on stage as opera singer pup-

pet begins, and the puppeteer saying, "Will you please 

get off the stage?" A puppet us1ng the stage curtains to 

blow his nose, or cry into; a giant with a little squeeky 

vo1ce, all are delightful because they are unexpected. 

Everyone loves· a parade, secrets, silly mistake!, 

a baby anything, fantasy, a "laugh-in". 

For ideas for humorous dialogue, look in a baby 

book, anyone's, on the page entitled; Speech or Clever 

Sayings, "Suffercate" "Overfloating" "A boy scout girl, 

a puppy bird." Listen to children wherever you go! They 

will give you all sorts of humorous ideas for dialogue 

and action. 

Explore the use of fun with words; mispronuncia-

tions, homonyms, the wrong word, funny made-up words. 

Explore the use of fun with voices and sounds; 

taping a vo1ce at a slower or faster speed so that you 

get a fanciful quality; a duck that onlz- "honks", but 

sc~ipts l:t 



with great expression. Not all puppets need to talk. 

Every show is improved with appropriate mus~c. 

It sets moods. It tells the audience when the show is 

to begin, gives a feeling of finality when the show is 

over, lets you know exactly what is going on. Music can 

fill in passage of time, day to night. If puppets are 

small, choose a recording using small combinations of 

instruments. It will give a charming effect. Use instru-

ments with fantastic or quaint sounds. Interesting 

effects are achieved by changing speeds on records. 

Music helps to counteract the monotony of voices. 

It can take the place of voices. 

Rehearse pantomime to mus~c. 

It enhances pantomime. 

Music, song, dance, and sound effects, should be 

an integral part of the structure, also gimmicks. (i.e. 

Sound can indicate the time----crickets indicate the 

night.) Do not introduce them for variety's sake, unless 

you are planning a variety show. 

Don't hesitate to go outside your group for a 

good script, even if you must pay him. A bad script---

a bad show! Prime emphasis should be placed on the 

scripts 13 



script. Allow enough time for its completion. If you 

cantt write good puppet plays, then it is better to adapt 

great stories. 

When you adapt a storyi shorten, simplify, g~ve 

it a new interpretation and it will seem original. Add 

gimmicks, special effects, or subtract characters, change 

the action and words, if the story i~ in public domain. 

If noti get written permission to use and to change if 

you wish. COPYRIGHTS MUST BE HONORED! NEVER PLAGERIZE~ 

If you are a teacher, experiment with extempore 

!hows, letting the class plan the action and dialogue, 

or make it up as they go along. They have wonderful 

imaginations, simple perspective, no inhibitions. The 

pure spontnneity of this type of show and participation 

by the children make it successful. However, in the 

planning stage, the teacher should gently guide the 

children in the basic structure of a good show. It 

shouldi have a Beginning, stating the problem and intro

ducing the churacters, a Middle, developing the problem, 

then solve it in the ~nd, to everyone 1 s satisfaction. 

Should you tape the show? Part of the show? 



Use taped mus1c whenever poss{ble for musical 

background, sound effects, when there 1s a lull in the 

script, no dialogue, just action. Use it when puppeteers 

a~e inexperienced, nervous. They'll relax and put more 

of themselves into the action. Professional puppeteers 

use it skillfully and frequently. 

But, if you can relax and enjoy yourself behind 

the stage, g1ve a live production. It's more satisfying. 

A live performance has these advantages: You can pace 

the show, pause when your audience reacts. You can ad 

lib, . . 1mprov1se. You can respond to the audience when 

they react verbally: 

PUPPET: 

CHILD IN 

Now, I wonder where that dragon went. 
He's hiding someplace. 

AUDIENCE: He's under the bed. 

PUPPET: 

CHILD: 

ANOTHER: 

PUPPET: 

Under the bed? Now who ever heard of 
a dragon hiding under a bed? You're 
kidding me. 

No, I'm not! 

No, he's not! The dragon's under the 
bed. 

Children hide under beds. I bet you 
hide under beds. But dragons? Never • 

. t J-r.: sc:rtp s .v 



This kind of play ba~k between puppeteer and 

audience delights the children. But, be careful that 

you don't let it get out of hand, so that you have a 

hard time getting the audience quieted down again. 

A puppet_blowing up a balloon is another delight-

ful example. "Do you think it will break if I blow it 

one more time?" "Variety" type show, not good for a well 

scripted, or a serious play. 

The script writer must realize that he is only a 

part of the total production. The story, acting, stag-

1ng, producing, directing, the audience, make the puppet 

show. A puppet show is not a show when it's written. 

It isn't a show until it is produced, heard, and seen. 

It's painful, but after the script 1s written, 

the writer must be willing to turn it over to the dir-

ector. If you feel strongly about something, the comm-

ittee and the director owe it to you to seriously con

sider your opinion, but from the very beginning everyone 

involved must realize that someone must have the final 

authority. That persc:.n in any dramatic production is 

the DIRECTOR. No one must overrule him. So choose the 

scrtpts 16 



best .director possible. It is sometimes desirable if 

the script writer is chosen to direct, s~nce he has the 

feel for the story more than anyone. The only risk here 

is that he may be so in love with each word and each ac-

tion that he isn't flexible, objective, willing to take 

criticism and on-the-spot suggestions in rehearsal, and 

another director may add new, refreshing touches. 

The best script is improved in rehearsal. Some 

lines sound good when read, but awkward when said aloud. 

The puppeteer must be able to say them as though they 

were his words. If you have some puppeteers who are 

especially good in dramatics, turn them loose at certain 

times in the script. Let them speak and act as they 

like. Let them enjoy themselves. Incorporate the unex-

pected, humorous events that happen in rehearsal if you 

con. If you laughed, so will the audience. 

The universal failing of pu~~ is NOT ENOUGH 

TIME TO REHEARSE. A good story cuts down rehearsal time, 

production problems. 

During ~our first performance, watch_the aud-

ienc0's reactions. After the performance, ch~~here 

it needs it. Shorten or delete parts not listened to. 
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Omit _or change action not being watched. Cut out humor 

not being laughed at. As you do, analyze WHY! Continue 

changing, as long as you continue to improve it. Some 

writers go on changing and changing and changing, making 

it impossible for the puppeteers to ever solidify their 

characters. There has to be a tim~ when you let go. 

It is invaluable experience for a writer to be a 

puppeteer. So get behind the stage and work a puppet. 

It will train and teach you more about the who, what, 

where, when, why, and how of puppet script writing than 

anything else ••• AND THERE'S NOTHING MORE FUN! 

_ POOR PUPPET SHOWS RESULT FROM: 

Erroneous concept that puppets are so devastatingly 

delightful tho_:E__the):::: can carry_ shoH. 

An ~-nexperienced writer who do-es not outline. 

Not ,~_nou~h_!imt; allowed for scri2.!,---too much time on 

construction of pu~ets. 

Hron!.L.P~~ chosen to write script---\.;rong person 

chosen to directe 

Group afraid to g~ve constructive, honest criticism. 
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Script ~riter touchy, sensitive, won't accept criticism 

when it's given. 

No one willing to change script once it is in production 

or too many script changes. 

Writer getting trio many opinions then trying to please 

everyone. 

Show too long---writer striving for quantity rather than 

quality. 

No solid purpose established. 

Plot not simple enough. 

No central theme. 

Style inconsistent ••• as if different people wrote 

it. Characters inconsistent. 

No climax. 

Goes on and on after climax. 

Punch lines fall flat. 

Written for wrong kind of puppets. Script calls for 

actions that are impossible. 
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Demands more of the puppeteers than their experience 

affords. 

Writer tells just what happens next. Forgets to tie 

each sentence, each action, in with what has happened 

before, or with what is going to happen. No unity. 

Purpose gets lost in the "fun of it all." 

Characters ore not clearly established---hove no definite 

conflict---protagonist or antagonist. 

Suspense doesn't continue until the end. 

Too many scenes, too many characters, too mo~)~_p_~ops. 

Script calls for curtain closing too often, thus losing 

the attention of audience. 

Set_!.ing not appropriate for the story. 

§ t or y _:!.9.l.. . ..E..EP r o p r i a t e f o r t he a u d i e n c e ; t o o ad u 1 t 1 t o o 

juvenile, too short, too long, wrong subject, words not 

understood by children. 

Calls for too man_x spec.i:_al_ effects, gimmicks---that the 

story gets lost. 

Names of the puppets clever, but hove nothing to do with 

their personalities. 
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Script dialogue full of cliches---trite phrases, common

ly done action with no element of the unexpected, the 

fresh new approach. 

No motivation for actions and dialogue. 

Speeches too long. 

Music and special effects inappropriate. 

Writer sets carried away by the charm of an incidental 

character. 

Sub-plots get out of hand. 

Script dull---writer not taking advantage of fact that 

puppets can do many things live actors cannot do. 

Words tell the whole story instead of a combination of 

words and action. 

Allow the narrator to substitute for good dialogue. 

Slow to get into act ion of show----Action should start 

the show~ 
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